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SOLARIS SIGNATURE 
The SIGNATURE SOLARIS technique 

provides you with the effect of a blonde 

color treatment without actually being 

one. This non-uniform blonde coloring is 

created by making a marked balayage all 

over the hair and blurring the transition 

to the roots to minimize contrast as the 

hair grows out with time.

TIE AND DYE
The TIE AND DYE technique consists of 

maintaining the natural color from the 

roots to approximately mid-length, then 

creating a gradation of lighter blondes 

by lightening the remaining hair lengths 

and ends. 

CALIFORNIA
The CALIFORNIA technique is a way to 

uniformly lighten the hair with a very 

natural play on contrasts. The technique 

consists of lightening the hair in large 

sections, then blending them with the 

rest of the hair using a bleach bath. 

OMBRÉ
The OMBRÉ technique brings localized 

blonde highlights to the front and crown 

and nape sections to brighten the face.

 

SUN-KISSED
The SUN-KISSED technique is 

particularly well adapted to brunettes, 

as it provides a way to lighten the dark 

base with amber tones throughout the 

crown and nape sections.

PLATINUM
The PLATINUM technique is ideal for 

anyone who would like to make the 

transition from dark brown to platinum 

blonde. It enables a total transformation 

through a gentle process.

GRAY
The GRAY technique completes the 

PLATINUM technique to provide for the 

desire for a trendy gray color. 

TORTOISESHELL
The TORTOISESHELL technique brings 

depth and intensity to the hair. This 

technique subtly blends light shades 

with darker ones to illuminate the face. 

BABYLIGHTS
The BABYLIGHTS technique is a 

lightening process that creates an effect 

similar to the shades naturally present 

in the blonde hair of children. The 

highlighting is localized around the face 

and it gradually leads into lighter tones 

on the ends. 
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With this guide you will learn to master the art of hair lightening to improve your business, 
and you will discover all the latest trendy techniques and their expert applications.

« WITH  YOU BECOME A 
MASTER OF HAIR LIGHTENING »

BLONDE EXPERT
, the 1st brand* committed to developing your blonde expertise in order to 

increase your professional reputation and boost your turnover in highlighting techniques.
, your partner in success.

The excellence of  SOLARIS products 
+ Your expertise as a colorist

*of EUGENE PERMA Professionnel

THE KEYto success
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EUGENE PERMA laboratories have developed a range of 6 essential products to provide 
your clients with customized and creative, lightening services.

The  range products will allow you to achieve all degrees of lightening with 
high quality results and excellent control. The pleasant fragrance and formulas of products 
have been carefully studied to ensure maximum respect of the hair fibre.

High Definition
Lightening

HIGH
DEFINITION

Lightening

HIGH DEFINITION
Formulas

Results
Beauty
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Tips : If you wish to re-color hair after a lightening, 
towel dry hair well. Remember to take the lightening 
base into account when coloring.

7    GOLDEN 
RULES 

of lightening

1  The diagnosis 
Make a careful diagnosis of the hair 

and the scalp.

2  The objective 
Determine with the client the desired 

lightening degree for the entire head, 

or desired highlighting technique and 

tonality. 

3  The choice of products 
Select appropriate lightening product 
and oxidizer. An ill-adapted product 

or an oxidizer that is too strong can 

damage hair.

4  The technique  
Choose the appropriate technique.

5  The application of the 
product 
Apply a sufficient amount of product 

to the areas to be lightened.

6  Processing time 

Monitor the processing time, which 

may vary according to the application.

7  The finish 

Rinse thoroughly and finish with Solaris 

Neutralizing Milk to neutralise and 

gently remove any remaining alkaline 

residues.
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It is important to note the 
following:

1  Hair ethnicity.

2  Hair texture and condition.

3  Desired degree of lightening.

4   In the case of highlights, the desired 

technical effects.

These 4 factors will determine:

1   The lightening product.

2  The oxidizer.

3  The processing time.

4  The application technique.

PRE-LIGHTENING 
analysis

Desired degree of lightening:

1   The lightening product selected will 

depend on desired results

2   When re-coloring, and especially for 

cool shades, it is necessary to lift one 

level up than the desired hair color.

3   The oxidizer will depend on expected 

results, as well as hair texture and 

condition. An oxidizer that is too 

strong could unnecessarily damage 

hair.

4   For better results, apply a sufficient 

amount of product to the areas to be 

lightened.
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Degree 1 LIGHT
LIGHTENING 1-2 LEVELS

Sun-kissed look, “back from holidays”, light-reflecting effect.

Degree 2 MEDIUM
LIGHTENING 2-4 LEVELS

Noticeable sun-kissed look, contrast, lowlights, effect of depth.

Degree 3 HIGH
LIGHTENING 4-7 LEVELS

For more noticeable, intense effects

LIGHTENING
chart

7

6

5
Café / Wengé / Brownie 
Rouge-orangé4

COLOR 
TONES

White Blond / Platinum
Very pale yellow

Light Amber / Hazelnut / 
Gold-Coppered
Yellow-orange

Amber / Caramel / 
Cinnamon
Orange-yellow

Maple / Chestnut / 
Gingerbread
Orange

Corn / Swedish Blonde / 
Baby Blonde
Pale yellow

Honey / Corn / Golden
Yellow

10

9

8
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 teaches you the techniques which are rarely divulged

and which have brought success to the experts

The art of freehand balayage is about finesse, dexterity and meticulous application.
A successful freehand balayage must: 

  Perfectly blend into the base application color 

  Not reveal a stark dividing line

Like a painter before a canvas, the colorist masterfully applies a brush to the hair.
The success of the technique resides in progressively applying the bleaching product  

  Blend the product progressively at the departure points to avoid streaks and blotches,  

  Brush the surface of the hair to apply a quantity of product that will become progressively 
more significant toward the ends. 

 The adaptability of the application makes it possible to play on the intensity and contrasts 
of the blonde highlights 

  Apply the product to the surface with a light touch for a soft result with more transparency.

  Apply the product thickly, pressing deeper down for a more intense result.

The diversity of highlighting effects depends on 3 factors:

  The number of separated strands,

  The thickness and width of the strands,

  The strength of the bleaching product.

THE ART of application

 THE MASTERY of application

 MORE 
confidence

 MORE 
time saved

 MORE 
clients

 MORE 
turnover

 >  >>  >>>

 The ARTof application  >>  THE GUARANTEE of excellent results
The excellence of the results arises from the precision of the application.

As you go through this training, you will gain precision and dexterity to attain the
perfection which will bring you distinction as a colorist and turnover to your business.
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Execution time: about 45 min

Processing time: 20 to 50 min 
depending on desired lightening

  Separate the hair as 
indicated in diagram A.
  Highlight each of the 
sections using POUDR6:  
-  Begin applying the 

POUDR6 mixture by 
working in a V-shape from 
the surface of the roots 
to the mid-lengths of the 
hair.

INNOVATION
The french secret
of blonde

A B

Cost of the service 

 

Products 

  POUDR6

  OXYCREM 10, 20, 30 or 40 vol

Mixtures  

  POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 
20 ml OXYCREM

The

technique
SIGNATURE
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    Intensify the lightening 
process along the remaining 
lengths and ends. Use the 
paddle to work the product 
into this part of the strand 
and fully saturate it.  

2

   Repeat the technique as you 
work your way up to the 
vertex.

   On the side sections 
separated earlier: apply 
the product with the same 
technique, sweeping each 
section diagonally back 
(criss-crossing them).

6

   Separate the sides and 
delineate the first section as 
indicated in diagram B. 

   Apply in the same way as in 
the first steps. 

   Move forward on the same 
side, taking care to sweep each 
section back as you advance, 
and then apply the same 
technique to the other side. 

   Protect the top of the head 
with a plastic wrap.

4

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
   A global balayage technique that is quicker 
and easier to carry out than a foil application. 
   A technique that may be used on both 
blondes and brunettes.

 
CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
   A technique making it possible to obtain a 
natural, well-blended, full head of blonde hair. 
   The color grows out naturally without 
revealing a stark dividing line. A customized 
blonde color that can be adapted to the 
client’s whims and wishes.

    Prepare 2 mixtures: one for the back of the head and 
the other for the front. 
    Apply to well-defined sections. 
    Make sure that you obtain the same product consistency 
for the 2 mixtures and from beginning to end.
    Blend the departure points of the highlights and 
work in a V-shape. 
    Saturate the ends with the product.

THE KEY to success

   Leave the product in 
until the desired result is 
reached, then rinse and 
apply a neutralizing MILK.

Tips
   For a more natural 
effect without a stark 
dividing line, make the 
transition more gradual 
by rubbing the full 
surface of the strands 
with your gloved 
fingers. 

Step by step video available on EUGENE PERMA Professionnel YouTube channel.
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SER
VICE

TIE AND DYE

Execution time:  30 min

Processing time:  20 to 50 min 
depending on desired lightening

Cost of the service 

 

Products  

  POUDR6 + OXYCREM 10 & 30 vol 

Mixtures 

 POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 20 ml 
OXYCREM

 guides you as your lightening services become more popular, 

revealing everything you need to know about the latest, trendiest techniques 

that clients adore.

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •

  Divide the hair into approximately 6  sections, more or less, depending 
on the thickness of the hair. 
  Bleach all the sections from mid-length to ends, applying the product 
with gloved hands. 

PREPARATION N°1 POUDR6 to 10 vol : saturate approximately 1/3 of 
the lower hair lengths and ends, sweeping upwards slightly. Blend the 
departure points by stroking the hair with your hands.

PREPARATION N°2  POUDR6 to 30 vol : generously reapply this mixture 
to the lengths of the hair beginning 5 to 10 cm from the ends. Leave 
the product in until the desired result is reached, then rinse and apply a 
neutralizing MILK.

Tips
 Blend the departure points by rubbing them with your gloved fingers. 

  Move forward in a symmetrical fashion, taking one section from the 

right, then one from the left. 
  The creamy, flexible texture of POUDR6 makes it possible to manage the 

quantity of product that you apply for an excellent mastery of the shading. 
  A small amount of product = Slight bleaching = Product dries rapidly. 

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
 A quick service that can be provided even if the available time is limited.

 A technique that makes it possible to add style to long hair.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
 A service that you may suggest to budget-minded clients.

  A customizable result with more or less pronounced lightening (from a natural sun-kissed 

effect to an intense one).

 A bleaching technique that requires little maintenance.

 Generously coat the ends with the product. 

 Go over the departure points, stroking them lightly several times. 

  Verify that the application is symmetrical.

THE KEY to success
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SER
VICE

CALIFORNIA

Execution time:  60 mins

Processing time:  20 to 50 min 
depending on desired lightening

Cost of the service 

  

Products

  POUDR6 + OXYCREM 10, 20, 30 or 
40 vol

  HUIL4 + EQUIVITAL 
Post color shampoo

Mixtures  

  POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 20 ml 
OXYCREM

  American shampoo = 1 dose of HUIL4 + 

2 doses of OXYCREM 10 vol + 3 doses of 

EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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  Do not load the brush too much to better blend the departure points.

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
  The width of the sections makes this look easy to maintain as it grows out. 

  This technique makes it possible to create light or intense effects. 
  A professional technique that can be a vector for turnover.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
  A personalized degree of lightening. 

  A modern, glamorous streaked look. 

  An easy-to-maintain highlighting technique.

• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •

  On thick sections of approximately 3 cm each, use the 

paddle to separate strips of hair of a thickness of 2 to 3 cm. 

  Leave the product in until the desired lightening of the 

base is reached. 

  Brush and leave in for an additional 5 minutes. 

  Rinse and proceed with a bleach bath using HUIL4. 

  Rinse and apply a neutralizing MILK.

Tips
  To reach a lighter shade, cover each section with a plastic wrap. 

  It is possible to replace the bleach bath step with a glaze.

Mixture: 1 dose of CARMEN + 1 dose of OXYCREM + 2 

doses of EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo. 

  The sections may be wide but not thick.

THE KEY to success
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SER
VICE

OMBRÉ

Execution time: 30 min
Processing time: 20 to 50 min 
depending on desired lightening.

Cost of the service  

 

Products  
  POUDR6 + OXYCREM 10, 20, 30 
or 40 vol 

Mixtures  
   POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 

20 ml OXYCREM

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
 A quick service that can be provided even if the available time is limited.

 A technique that makes it possible to add style and personality to long hair.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
 A service that you may suggest to budget-minded clients.
 A decorative technique that requires little maintenance for a noticeable result.

  Do not lighten the hair too close to the rubber bands
  Blend the departure points with a light stroking movement

• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •

  Separate a triangle on the top of the head from the 

vertex to the points that align with the external tips of 

the eyebrows (in the visual: the bangs zone).

  Fasten the hair into a ponytail at each temple with the 

remaining hair.

  Depending on the thickness of the hair, separate each 
ponytail into 2 or 3 sections, and proceed with a 

balayage using the paddle or comb.

  Leave the product in until the desired result is reached, then 

unfasten the ponytails, rinse and apply a neutralizing MILK.

Tips
  A technique that can be used with POUDR6 or POUDR7 

or CREM5

  It is possible to add a color tone to the highlighted strands.

  Cut the rubber bands instead of slipping them off.

THE KEY to success
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SER
VICE

SUN-KISSED 

Execution time: 30 min

Processing time:  20 min until the 
desired shade                       

Cost of the service 

 

Products  

 CREM5 + POUDR7

 OXYCREM 10, 20 vol

 CARMEN

Mixtures  

  15g CREM5 
+ 20g POUDR7 
+  15 to 20g of OXYCREM 

10 or 20 vol

  American shampoo: 1 + 1 + 2

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
 CREM5 ensures the harmonious transition between natural roots and processed ends.

 A quick service that can be provided even if the available time is limited.

 A technique that makes it possible to add style and personality to long hair.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
 A service that you may suggest to budget-minded clients.
 A highlighting technique that requires little maintenance for a noticeable result.

 Blend the departure points of the application.
 The paddle should not touch the scalp.
 Wipe off the edge of the paddle between each section.

• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •

  Use the paddle to highlight strands in the zone at 

the front of the head (see zone 2 in the diagram).

  Begin by coating the 1st strands behind the ear 
with a mixture to 10 vol, then progressively move 

upwards, alternating this mixture with the mixture 

to 20 vol to finish using only the mixture to 20 vol 

(see diagram).

  Leave under the activator for 10 minutes, brush 

the half lengths and ends, and leave in for another 

5 minutes.

  Rinse and apply a neutralizing MILK.

Tips
  Accentuate the highlights as shown in the visual 

with a glaze using CARMEN 6*45.

Mixture: 1 dose of CARMEN + 1 dose of OXYCREM

THE KEY to success
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SER
VICE

PLATINUM

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques

Execution time:  about 1 h 

Processing time:  
Bleaching N°1 = 20 min*
Bleaching N°2 = 50 min
Bleaching N°3 = maximum 30 min

Cost of the service  
     

Products  

  HUIL4 + OXYCREM 20 vol

 POUDR7 + OXYCREM 20, 30 vol.

 CARMEN 

  EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

Mixtures 

 HUIL4 = 1+2

  POUDR7 = 1 dose (15g) 
+ 20 to 30 ml OXYCREM

*under hair processor.
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Result N°1  The result will be close to a yellowish-orange base 

STEP 1   GENTLE BLEACHING

  HUIL4 + OXYCREM 20 vol.

Makes it possible to gently lighten by approximately 2 levels and increase the hair’s 

porosity to facilitate the 2nd lightening step.

On hair longer than 3 cm, apply in two steps, beginning at the nape of the neck:

1  Apply to the full length of hair and leave in for 5 minutes under the 

machine.

2  Apply to all the roots and leave in for 15 minutes under the machine. 

Rinse without washing, and then dry.

How to achieve a first platinum bleaching
step on natural hair, base 4, when working

with strong, unprocessed hair?

It is very important to observe the 4 application steps, 
leave-in times and respective OXYCREM volumes.
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Résult N°2  The result will be close to a bleached yellow base

STEP 2   2ND BLEACHING 

  SOLARIS POUDR7 + OXYCREM 20 vol.

Bleach the hair in two steps, beginning at the nape of the neck:

1  Apply to the full length of hair and leave in for 20 minutes uncovered.

2  Apply to all the roots and leave in for 30 minutes.

At the sink, DO NOT RINSE, but remove as much of the product as possible using a

towel, then evaluate the hair’s sensitivity before going on to the 3rd bleaching.

PLEASE NOTE ! If the hair or scalp appear too fragile, DO NOT go on to the 3rd bleaching; 

proceed with the neutralization step using a glaze.

Result N°3  The result will be a very pale yellow

STEP 3   3RD BLEACHING

  SOLARIS POUDR7 + OXYCREM 30 vol.

Bleach the hair in two steps, beginning at the nape of the neck:

1  Apply to the full length of the hair.

2  Depending on the stage of advancement of the bleached length of hair, 

evaluate when is the best time to apply product to the new growth. 

Leave in until the desired base shade is reached, for a maximum of 30 

minutes, keeping an eye on hair quality. Rinse and apply a neutralizing 

MILK.

Do not reapply to the new growth if it is already platinum.
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STEP 4  NEUTRALIZATION   

  CARMEN 9*02 or 10*02 + OXYCREM 10 vol + EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

  Neutralize the undesirable yellow tinge with a CARMEN glaze.

  Recipe for the glaze:  15 ml CARMEN 9*02 or 10*02 

15 ml OXYCREM 10 vol 

30 ml EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

  Apply with a brush directly at the sink to towel-dried hair.

  Leave in for 5 to 10 minutes according to the desired result.

PLEASE NOTE ! Do not lather the mixture during application

  Proper bleaching depends on a generous application.
  Begin the application at the nape of the neck.
  Progressively increase the strength of the peroxide if you will 
be making several successive bleaching steps.
  If the new growth is longer than 3 cm, process it in 2 steps.

Tips
   You may also use BLUSH SATINE cream to neutralize: 
Argent blanc – Or blanc – Or beige

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 

  A cutting-edge technical service that reveals your expertise to its advantage.

  A service particularly efficient in generating turnover.

  Loyal clients.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 

  A service that meets with a desire for transformation.

  An original, distinctive color result

THE KEY to success
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SER
VICE

GRAY

Execution time: 20 min 

Processing time: 30 min          

Cost of the service

     

Products  

  CARMEN

 OXYCREM 10 vol

 EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

Mixtures  

  1 dose of CARMEN + 1 dose of 
OCYCREM 10 vol + 1 dose of 
EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo 

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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STEP 4 A  COLOR PROCESSING

  Prepare 2 color mixtures in a proportion of 1 + 1 + 1 using: 

 mixture N°1 = CARMEN 9*21  + OXYCREM 10 vol + EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo  

 mixture N°2 = CARMEN 10*01  + OXYCREM 10 vol + EQUIVITAL Post color shampoo

  On a very pale yellow bleached base, apply mixture N°1 to the roots, then apply mixture 

N°2 to the hair lengths.

  Leave in for 30 minutes.

 Rinse

  The 1+1+1 mixture with the EQUIVITAL post-color treatment

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 

  The assurance of beautiful results, a simple product to use in terms of mixing and leave-

in time in order to prevent any violet tinges.

  A trendy technical service that will emphasize your expertise and get your clients 

spreading the word about your work.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
  A trendy gray that will set you apart from the rest.

  A gray that will age gracefully.

THE KEY to success

Step by step video available on EUGENE PERMA Professionnel YouTube channel.
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SER
VICE

TORTOISESHELL 

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques

Execution time: 
Coloring: 15 min
Balayage: about 40 min

Processing time: 
Coloring: 30 min 
Balayage:20 to 50 min depending 
on desired lightening 

Cost of the service 

   

Products  

  CARMEN & OXYCREM 10 or 20 vol

  POUDR6 & OXYCREM 10 vol

Mixtures  

 CARMEN = 1 + 1

  POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 20 ml 
OXYCREM
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• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •

STEP 1 COLOR PROCESSING   

  Reproduce a subtle ombre base with a natural look for non-uniform color that is subtly 
lighter at the tips. 

  Choose 3 shades in a gradation of depth of color, taking care to maintain a harmony of 
undertones. Examples: CARMEN 5N /6*13 / 7*31 or 4*3 / 5*3 / 6*3 or 5*3 / 6*34 / 7*34 

  Apply the CARMEN shades in a gradation with OXYCREM to 10 or 20 vol.

• On the roots and up to 1/3 of the lengths: 5N the darkest shade.

•  Beginning at the nape of the neck, apply: 6*13 to the 2nd third (centre) of the lengths, then 7*31, 
the lightest shade, to the remaining third of the lengths and ends.

STEP 2 FREEHAND BALAYAGE WITH POUDR6 

  Separate damp hair into relatively thick sections of approximately 
3 cm each, then apply the POUDR6 mixture to 10 volume with a 
very light, soft touch at the root, loading the hair with progressively 
more product as you extend to the ends. 

  Begin at the nape of the neck, then move forward to finish around 
the face. 

  Monitor the lightening process to reach a bleached base 
somewhere between caramel and golden copper (base 6 to 7). 

  Rinse, then apply neutralizing MILK.

PLEASE NOTE! To avoid an overly pronounced bleached effect, we 
recommend not using an activator.

Tips
  Hair of a length of approximately 20 cm = 2 shades. Hair of a length of more than 25 cm = 3 shades. 

  It is better to highlight with a weakly concentrated peroxide mixture (to 10 or 20 vol) so 
that the result will take on a patina and continue lightening throughout the summer.

  Choose shades with a full color level of difference between each one. 
  When working on the area around the face, sweep the sections back and 

accentuate the highlights by using a stronger concentration of OXYCREM.

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES
   An expert technique that shows your skills 
to their advantage. 
   A service that develops your reputation. 
   A service efficient in generating turnover.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES 
   A unique, trendy result. 
   A multi-faceted color for a stunning effect.

THE KEY to success

Step by step video available on EUGENE PERMA Professionnel YouTube channel.
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SER
VICE

BABYLIGHTS

Execution time: 
Coloring : 15 min
Balayage : about 40 min

Processing time:
Coloring : 30 min
Balayage : 20 to 50 min depending 
on desired lightening

Cost of the service 

   

Products 

  CARMEN & OXYCREM 20 vol

  POUDR6 & OXYCREM 30 vol

Mixtures  

 CARMEN = 1 + 1

  POUDR6 = 1 dose (7g) + 15 to 20 ml 
OXYCREM

The latest 

TRENDY
techniques
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• TECHNIQUE & APPLICATION •
STEP 1 COLOR PROCESSING  

  Balance out the base using CARMEN. 
(In the visual: 1/2 CARMEN 6*13 + 1/2 CARMEN 6*32 to 20 vol).

  Leave in for 30 minutes, lather, rinse and wash with EQUIVITAL Post-color shampoo.

STEP 2 FREEHAND BALAYAGE WITH POUDR6

  Separate the hair into sections as indicated in 
diagrams A and B.

  Proceed with a balayage on each of the sections 
using POUDR6 to 30 vol. Take the full section 
and apply the POUDR6 mixture to the surface, 
lightly blending the roots, and using the paddle to 
saturate the middle lengths and ends.

A B

Balayage 1st part
Begin at the back of the head in the natural direction of the hair, then continue onto the sides, 
sweeping them slightly backward. Cover the head up to the vertex with a plastic wrap.

Balayage 2nd part
  Beginning at the vertex, move forward on the top of the head in slanted sections. 
Sweep each section back, criss-crossing them as you go.
  Leave in until the desired base is reached. (3 levels lighter than the natural base is 
recommended.)
  Rinse and apply Neutralizing MILK.

   Blend the departure points of the highlights and work in a V-shape.
   Criss-cross the sections as you apply the mixture.
   Use the paddle to saturate the ends.
   Do not cross the front sections with lengths saturated in the product to be 
sure to keep the roots dark.

HAIRSTYLIST ADVANTAGES 
  An expert technique that shows your 
skills to their advantage.
 A service that develops your reputation.
 A service efficient in generating turnover.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES
   A blond with contrasts for an ultra-natural 
finish.
    A blond concentrated around the face for a 
glow effect.
    A color effect which can also be applied to 
brunettes in honey and amber tones.

THE KEY to success

Step by step video available on EUGENE PERMA Professionnel YouTube channel.
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HUIL4
Lightening oil

TECHNIQUES FOR USE 
  To create light, understated highlighting and balayage 
effects. 
  To lighten a natural blonde base with 40% to 60% of 
gray hair for a Swedish blonde effect. 
  To lighten an overly dark natural base before applying 
a color. 
  As a bleach bath for a «sun-kissed» effect or to reduce 
the contrast between the base and the highlights.

LIGHTENING: up to 4 levels from the natural base
MIXTURE: 1+2
OXYCREM: 10 VOL (3%) - 20 VOL (6%) - 30 VOL (9%)

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 A subtle, natural 
lightening result with 

golden, hazelnut, 
honey or amber 

undertones. 

 Mixed with 
OXYCREM, its gel-

cream texture enables 
a pleasant application, 

easy localization and 
perfect control of the 

lightening process.

Discover the products of the Solaris range and 

tips for their use.

POUDR7
A powerful multi-technique bleaching powder

TECHNIQUES FOR USE 
  For foil application of highlights, since its texture 
adheres perfectly to the foil and hair. 
  For full-head bleaching.

LIGHTENING: up to 7 levels 
MIXTURE: 1 measuring scoop (15g) + 20 - 30 ml 
OXYCREM
OXYCREM: 10 VOL (3%) - 20 VOL (6%) - 30 VOL (9%) 
and 40 VOL (12%) for highlighting/balayage only

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 The compact nature of 
POUDR7 is ideal for the 
salon environment and 
respectful of the well-
being of professionals 

and their clients. 

 The mixture thickens 
after 2 to 5 minutes. It is 
sometimes necessary to 

add a bit of peroxide.

TECHNIQUES FOR ALL-OVER BLEACHING AND HIGHLIGHTING 

THE 4 ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS

High Definition
Lightening
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CREM5
Lightening cream

TECHNIQUES FOR USE 
  For any highlighting technique applied to natural 
and/or color-processed hair. 
  For use on hair with natural roots and color-processed 
ends for a perfect harmony of lightening.

LIGHTENING: up to 5 levels on natural and/or color-
processed hair.
MIXTURE: 1/4 tube (15ml) + 20 g de POUDR7 + 15g 
OXYCREM
OXYCREM : 10 VOL (3%) - 20 VOL (6%) - 30 VOL (9%) 
- 40 VOL (12%)

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 For a subtle result, 
apply uncovered 

using a paddle or 
comb. 

 For a more 
contrasted result, 

cover the highlights 
as they process

HIGHLIGHTING TECHNIQUES ONLY

POUDR6
«Free-flowing» compact bleaching powder

TECHNIQUES FOR USE 
  For all uncovered highlighting effects. (Freehand – 
Tie & Dye and so on) 
  When mixed with OXYCREM, the preparation 
becomes homogeneous and creamy, making 
application easier and localized. The mastery of 
the lightening process depends on the creaminess 
of the preparation.

LIGHTENING: up to 6 levels
MIXTURE: 1 measuring scoop (7 g) + 15 to 20 ml 
OXYCREM
OXYCREM: 10 VOL (3%) - 20 VOL (6%) - 30 VOL 
(9%) - 40 VOL (12%)

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 Mixes to form a 
creamy texture with 

unprecedented elasticity. 

 To better master the 
result, POUDR6 ceases 

to have a bleaching 
action once it dries. 

 Its compact nature 
makes it ideal for the 

salon environment and 
respectful of the well-
being of professionals 

and their clients. 

 For optimal lightening 
power, mix a new batch 

of the preparation 
during application.
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DEMAQ
Compact color remover for peroxide color

WHEN TO USE 
  To remove all kinds of color, from the lightest to the 
most intense. 
 To fully or partially remove artificial pigments. 
 To change the undertones or the color level. 
 To eliminate color overload. 
  As the first phase of an intensive color lifting of more 
than 5 levels

MIXTURE: Please see the instructions for the different 
types of use
OXYCREM : 10 VOL (3%) - 20 VOL (6%) - 30 VOL (9%)  
ou Eau.

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 Leaves hair soft 
and ready for 

a new, radiant, 
uniform peroxide 

coloring.

ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

 Creamy milk with 
Bamboo extract 

offering nourishing, 
regenerating 

properties.

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

MILK 
Neutralizing post bleaching milk
 
WHEN TO USE 
  Essential after any kind of bleaching process, its acid 
pH entirely neutralizes any alkaline residue. 
  A porosity regulator, the product promotes an even 
color when recoloring and leaves hair soft and easy 
to style.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: To be used like a shampoo 
after any bleaching, highlighting or balayage technique.

High Definition
Lightening
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FAQ
POUDR7 et POUDR6
   Can POUDR7 be applied to the full head of hair?

YES, POUDR7 is a multi-technique powder for any 
highlighting or all-over bleaching technique. 

   Can POUDR7 be applied without protection?
YES, this is possible; however, POUDR6 is better 
adapted to unprotected applications, since it has a 
creamy texture that adheres to the hair. 

   Can POUDR7 be mixed with a 40 vol peroxide?
YES, but only for highlighting/balayage. 

   Can POUDR6 be applied to the full head of hair?
NO, POUDR6 was specifically developed for uncovered 
techniques. 

   Can POUDR6 be mixed with a 40 vol peroxide?
YES. 

   Is it possible to prepare a mixture using both POUDR6 
& POUDR7 powders?

NO. 

   Must I always observe the powder measurements?
We recommend mixtures superior to 1 + 1. 

   Can POUDR6 and POUDR7 powders be used with 
hydrogen peroxide?

NO, we can only guarantee quality and good results 
when the powder is mixed with OXYCREM. 

   Is it possible to add bleaching powder to a super-
lightening mixture?

NO.

HUIL4
   How do you go about doing a lightening shampoo or 
an bleach bath and in what cases should it be done?

1 dose of HUIL4 + 2 doses of OXYCREM 10 vol + 3 doses 
of EQUIVITAL Post-color shampoo.

This mixture makes it possible to very slightly lighten 
the natural bases.
It can be used in combination with highlighting/
balayage techniques to reduce the contrast with the 
natural base for a softer result.

   Can I use HUIL4 to lift color?
NO, this product is formulated for use on unprocessed 
hair. 

   Can I use HUIL4 for highlights or balayages?
OF COURSE! Its mild lightening formula makes it 
possible to create balayages in honey, caramel or 
coppery tones.

CREM5
   Is it possible to apply CREM5 to the entire head?

NO, CREM5 was not developed for application to the 
scalp.

DEMAQ
   In case of significant color removal, is it possible to 
directly apply a 30 vol peroxide?

NO, it is preferable to begin removing color gently to 
better manage the elimination of the various pigments.
It is more difficult to remove color from ends than from 
roots, and so it is recommended to begin with a weak 
volume of peroxide, then to increase its concentration 
as you work towards the ends. 

   Can DEMAQ be applied to the scalp?
YES. 

   Can DEMAQ be used to lighten a natural color?
NO. 

   Should I use a neutralizing MILK between two 
applications of DEMAQ?

NO. 

   Can I apply DEMAQ with anything other than a brush?
YES, as long as the hair or the part of the hair with the 
color to be removed is fully saturated. 

   Can I use any type of shampoo to wash out a SOLARIS 
product?

NO. After the use of any SOLARIS lightening product, it 
is recommended to apply a neutralizing milk to stop the 
process and neutralize the alkaline residue. 

   After the application of highlights including a 
lightening product and a coloring product, what 
shampoo should be applied?

SOLARIS neutralizing milk.
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